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DIPLOMA EXAMINATION IN ENGINEERING/TECHNOLOGY/
MANAGEMENT/COMMERCIAL PRACTICE― 一 〇CTOBER,2017

DATA STRUCTURES

(MaXimum marks:100)

[rimθ :3 holls

PART - A
(Ma,ximrun marks : 10)

Answer a// questions in one or two sentences. Each question carries 2 marks.

1. List the narnes of the two types of complexities by which the performance of
an algorithm is measured.

2. Define a linked list.

3. What is a circular linked list ?

4. Draw an example of a firll bina4' tree.

5. What is a weighted graph ? 15x2 = 10)

PIIRT - B

(Maxim.rrn marks : 30)

Answer any five of the following qur:stions. Each question carries 6 marks.

1. Write the postfix equivalent of thr, following infix expressions :

(a)A― B/C+(D―E)  (b)(A+B)一 C/D/E

Compare lincar and non― linear dilta smctures.

Ⅵhatis a List ADT?Descnbe luly補 √o metk)ds of a List ADT

Constuct a BST by insertlng thi〕 vducs 13,3,4,12,14,10 and 18 m that

order startmg with thc valuc 13 1■ the root ofthe BST

Write a notc on attaCency matri〉 [rOresentation of a glraph.WHte■ e

鋤 aCCnCyy matrix ofぬc graph」 tDWn h Fi雰 -1

Fi〔姿rc-1
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-\'[arks

6. Explain the linked representation of a ltinary kee'

7. Write a note on :

(a) Binary search (b) Bubble ;ort (5×6=30)

PART -_ C

(Ma:rimum mrks: 60)

(Answer one fiil|question from each iuit. Each full question carries 15 nrarks.)

UNrr -- I

m (a) Explain the evaluation of a postfix exp:ession usrng stack-

ft) Write the algorithms for insertion and rleietion of an elanent of a circrlar queue.

OR

(五)Dequcuc
(iう ADT

0)Whtt iS meant by traversal ofa data structurc?

UNIT――H

(→ Explain lh implmcntation of stack usng Linkcd Li■ .

0)Write dК  agonthm for`pnntListr)'op(拠 はon of List ADT usmg ttraン 1

OR

Write the algorithms for removing the head node and tail node of a lilked list.

Write the algorithm for the 'lnse'rt' opcration of a linked list.

Uxrr - ill
Write aigorithm for preorder and postrrrder taversal of a BST.

Describe threaded binary tree showing an exanrple.

On

Describe the 'find' operation of a BSI'.

Describe the 'insertion' operation of a BST.

Uxlr -- IV

Write the algorithm for breadth-first-sr:arch (BFS) of a graph. Write t:e'order
in which nodes are visited by applyrnl; DFS on the gaph shown in Figure -1

startrng with node 0.

Write a note on Linear search.

On

Write a note on Warshall's algorithm.

Write the algorithm for dqrth-first-sea:ch (DIIS) of a graph. Write tht, order in

which nodes are visited by applying DF'S on the gaph shown in l;igure -l
starting with node 0.
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Ⅳ (a)Writc a note on:

〔)Big O nOtation
〔ii)Pren expresdon
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